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Friends Quiz 20

1. Who ends up going on Ross and Emily's honeymoon?

2. What British snack food does Ross obliterate after finding out that Emily is getting re-married?

3. What does it mean to 'pull a Monica’?

4. What is the logic behind a moo point?

5. What term does Phoebe coin for when two friends talk and play games on a road trip, in turn
renewing their friendship?

6. When you're not fine, what do you put at the end of 'fine’?

7. What does C.H.E.E.S.E stand for?

8. What activity causes Joey to break his arm?

9. What is Joey diagnosed with at the hospital whilst Phoebe is in labour?

10. What affliction strikes Joey on the same day he loses his health insurance?

11. Which friend catches chicken pox from Ben?

12. How does Rachel sprain her ankle, causing her to end up in A&E?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Rachel, alone
2. A scone
3. The screw something up
4. It's like a cow's opinion, it just doesn't matter, it's

moo
5. A frenaissance
6. A 'D'

7. Computerized Humanoid Electronically Enhanced
Secret Enforcer

8. He was jumping up and down on his bed
9. Kidney stones
10. A stomach hernia
11. Phoebe
12. She slips whilst finally taking down the Christmas

lights
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